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Events Calendar 2015-2016
Spring Semester

January 2016

MONDAYS WITH MUNDO CONTROVERSY!
MON., JAN 11, 2016 @ 6:30-8:00 PM (SENATE CHAMBER RM. (OHIO UNION))
Knowing what to say can be challenging when dealing with sensitive topics such as inclusion and diversity. This interactive workshop will provide participants with some helpful tips and resources for having respectful conversations about difficult topics they might encounter during service, learning and leadership experiences.

ES HESA 2571—LEADERSHIP IN COMMUNITY SERVICE COURSE
TUES., JAN. 12, 2016 @ 3:55-6:50 PM

THE MULTICULTURAL HISTORIES AND LEGACIES OF MEMPHIS EXPERIENCE 2016
JAN. 15-18, 2016
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
MUNDO travels down South to explore “what makes a leader?” by exploring the history of Civil Rights in the city, engaging in community service and much more!

THE BOSTON/NYC EXPERIENCE 2016 (REGISTRATION AND APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE)
WED., JAN. 20, 2016 @ 8-5 PM
MENDOZA HOUSE (190 W. WOODRUFF AVE.)
Be sure to register for this experience at: http://involvedliving.osu.edu/mundo/register/, complete the required application, and bring your confirmation to Mendoza House (South) to make first and final payments on the deadline indicated in the materials.

February 2016

MONDAYS WITH MUNDO—HELPFUL TIPS & CHICKEN STRIPS/MUNDO SECOND YEAR INFO SESSION
MON., JAN. 25, 2016 @ 6:30-8:00 PM (ROUND MEETING RM. (OHIO UNION))
Tonight’s session will focus not only on time management skills, how to keep your grades up, and where to look for good internships, but also some important updates on how to make the most out of your second year (and beyond) at Ohio State.

THE BOSTON/NYC EXPERIENCE 2016 (FIRST PAYMENT DUE)
PAYMENT DUE MON., FEB. 8, 2016 @ 8-5 PM
MENDOZA HOUSE (190 W. WOODRUFF AVE.)

MONDAYS WITH MUNDO
MON., FEB 1, 2016 @ 6:30-8:00 PM
INVISIBLE MINORITIES (MEETING RM. #3 (RPAC))
Inspired by an event with an OSU student that gained widespread media coverage, learn more about invisible minorities, such as those with invisible illnesses, learning disabilities and minorities/minority issues that aren’t widely recognized.

THE MEMPHIS EXPERIENCE REUNION PREP
DUE MON., FEB. 1, 2016
Participants in the Memphis Experience should submit photos, thoughts, and other reflections to mondo@osu.edu to be included in the recap/feedback presentation to be held on Feb. 3rd.
Tonight’s interactive experience will explore what Islam actually is in comparison to how it is often portrayed in popular media. Participants are encouraged to come with an open mind and a willingness to learn about one of the most influential religions in the world. A sampling of popular foods that are often part of Islamic traditions will also be provided.

**THE BOSTON/NYC EXPERIENCE 2016 (FINAL PAYMENT DUE)**
MON., FEB. 22, 2016 @ 8:00 AM – 5:00 PM
MENDOZA HOUSE (190 W. WOODRUFF AVE.)
The final payment for all participants is due for the Spring Alternative Break Experience.

**MUNDO MOVIE NIGHT “RACE” (THE JESSE OWENS STORY)**
MON., FEB. 22, 2016 @ TBD
AMC LENNOX (777 KINNEAR ROAD)
MUNDO participants interested in seeing this powerful new film chronicling the struggles and triumphs of an Ohio State student who changed the world, should register at: http://involvedliving.osu.edu/mundo/register/ and then meet at the theater for FREE tickets to the film. Space is limited to 30 tickets.

**SALSA AND SOUL FOOD 2016**
FRI., FEB. 26, 2016 @ 7:00- 9:00 PM
HALE BLACK CULTURAL CENTER
Celebrate the rich cultural heritage of Latin@ and African cultures with a tasty sampling of tasty “soul food”, informative history, and music.

**TEATRO PRESENTS: OTL’S “HAIRSPRAY” TALK BACK SESSION**
SAT., FEB. 27, 2016 @ 4:45 PM
HITCHCOCK HALL #131
MUNDO will be joining Off the Lake Productions to discuss important social justice themes and issues present in the OTL production of the hit musical “Hairspray.” The matinee performance begins at 2 PM, and admission is $1 or 1 canned good.

**MONDAYS WITH MUNDO SUNSHINE SERVICE**
MON., FEB. 29, 2016 @ 6:30 PM- 8 PM
MEETING RM. #3 (RPAC)
Leap into an exciting discussion about service, led by our guiding questions and how to serve all ages. During our discussion, show your appreciation for the unsung heroes as we create crafts and gifts for the special people in our lives.

**March 2016**

**MONDAYS WITH MUNDO DISCUSSION ON THE MOVIE “RACE”**
MON., MAR. 7, 2016 @ 6:30-8:00 PM
(CURL VIEWPOINT SOUTH-ABOVE CURL MARKET)
Participants in the MUNDO Movie Night presentation of “RACE” (the Jesse Owens Story) and others interested in joining the conversation are welcome to come reflect on the incredible achievements of one of Ohio State’s greatest alums.
THE BOSTON/NYC EXPERIENCE 2016
MARCH 12-19, 2016
NEW YORK CITY AND BOSTON, MA.
MUNDO returns to two of its most popular destinations to explore how leadership has been defined historically in these two dynamic cities, as well as explore the role of diversity and inclusion as it relates to not only leadership, but service and learning as well.

A MEAL AND SOME MUNDO GERMAN VILLAGE PAYMENT DUE
MON. MARCH 21, 2016 BY 5 PM
All persons interested in participating in the “A Meal and Some MUNDO German Village Experience” should pay $10 at Mendoza House (South) (190 W. Woodruff Ave.) between 8 AM and 5 PM. Also included is a delicious German-style meal at the famous Schmidt’s Sausage Haus.

MONDAYS WITH MUNDO
MON., MARCH 21, 2016
NO MEETING

MONDAYS WITH MUNDO-ELECTION INFORMATION NIGHT
MON., MAR. 28, 2016 @ 6:30 PM-8 PM
MEETING RM. #3 (RPAC)
As part of the meeting for this week, be sure to learn about the various positions available on the MUNDO Executive Board and ACTION TEAMS.

April 2016

MONDAYS WITH MUNDO-

MUNDO ELECTIONS
MON., APR. 4, 2016 @ 7:30 PM-9:00 PM
(SPECIAL TIME)
Cast your vote for MUNDO Student Leadership 2016-2017! Elected and Selected officers will be announced at next week’s meeting.

THE BOSTON/NYC EXPERIENCE REUNION PREP DUE MON., APRIL 4, 2016
Participants in the Boston/NYC Experience should submit photos, thoughts, and other reflections to mundo@osu.edu to be included in the recap/feedback presentation to be held on April 6th.

THE BOSTON/NYC EXPERIENCE 2016 REUNION
WED., APRIL 6, 2016 @ 6:30-8:00 PM
GREAT HALL MTG. RM. #1

TEATRO: BOOK OF MORMON PAYMENT DUE
WED., APRIL 11, 2016 @ 8:30-5:00 PM
MENDOZA HOUSE (190 W. WOODRUFF AVE.)
Register online at: http://involvedliving.osu.edu/mundo/register/
Bring your confirmation to Mendoza House (South) and pay only $10 per ticket. Two (2) tickets limit. Don’t miss it!

A MEAL AND SOME MUNDO
THE GERMAN VILLAGE EXPERIENCE
SAT., APRIL 16, 2016 @ 10:45 AM – 3:00 PM
As part of this fun and informative tour and discussion participants will learn about one of the oldest and most diverse communities in Columbus.

SPACE IS LIMITED: Register to join this experience using the MUNDO Website: http://involvedliving.osu.edu/mundo/register/

MONDAYS WITH MUNDO-
SHARING WHAT WE’VE LEARNED
MON., APRIL 18, 2015 6:30-8:00 PM
SUZANNE M. SCHARER RM. (OHIO UNION)
This is it! MONDAYS WITH MUNDO go out in style and new knowledge. In addition to the formal induction of new members, this festive closing event will provide an opportunity for ACTION TEAM members to present what they have learned related to the Big Three

TEATRO PRESENTS: BOOK OF MORMON
SUN., April 24, 2016 @ 1:00 PM
OHIO THEATRE (MEET IN THE OHIO UNION AT 12 NOON TO TAKE COTA TO THE THEATER)
Wrap up the year with one of Broadway’s biggest hits. The controversial musical takes satirical aim at everything from religion to other popular theater productions. Experience it with MUNDO for only $10.

MONDAYS WITH MUNDO
MON., April 25, 2016 @ 6:30-8:00 PM
CREATIVE ARTS ROOM (OHIO UNION)
New ODNUM Executive and Returning General Body Open Meeting

May 2016

MULTICULTURAL HISTORIES & LEGACIES OF LONDON AND PARIS
MAY 10-JUNE 1, 2016- LONDON, PARIS (AND OTHER CITIES)